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C!PRINT MADRID 2021: FIRST EXHIBITORS CONFIRMATIONS 

The 7th edition of C!Print will be held in Madrid on 28, 29 and 30 September. With a 
health and safety protocol in place, the show will welcome professional visitors who 
want to discover the latest innovations, especially in digital printing technology and the 
new applications in visual communication and personalisation.  

The event promises to be a boost to the current situation and will help to boost activity 
at a crucial time, when it is necessary to support and generate opportunities for 
exchange in order to reactivate the activity of the sector in Spain.  

With the support of industry national associations such as FESPA España, Aseigraf, 
AIFEC and Asoagval, C!Print will once again bring together, after this unprecedented 
period, those professionals who are committed to recovery and to return to normality.  

Companies such as Epson and Fujifilm; or Decal and Mimaki from Digidelta Solutions, 
have already confirmed their presence. Distributors specialising in large format, cutting 
and finishing, such as Endutex, Grupo Legon, Sign-Tronic, Framun, Grupo Solitium 
and Yotta Iberia, will also be present. 

Exhibitors dedicated to small format and personalisation will be presenting their latest 
innovations at the event, including Grupo FB, J.Puyol, Hatapress, Photo Center 3D, 
Sipcards, Sublimet, Tecnotron, Print My Transfer and Truyol Digital. Other specialists 
in the small format marking and promotional gifts sector will be Gamax, Notedeco and 
Badge4U.  



 

C!Sign, the space specialised in luminous communication organised together with the 
ASERLUZ association, will be attended by Display Light and A1 Publicidad. 
 
Also present at C!Print Madrid will be specialised press partners such as AP Digitales, 
Industria Gráfica, Interempresas, Alabrent and El Publicista. In addition, AFPE, the 
association of professional photographers in Spain, will have, for the first time, its own 
stand at C!Print Madrid.  
 
The organisation would like to thank all the companies, both manufacturers and 
distributors, as well as partners, associations and media, for their confidence in C!Print 
and their strong commitment to recovery.  
 
The registration period to attend C!Print Madrid will open at the beginning of May.  
All the information about the event at www.salon-cprint.es  
 

 
Additional information: 

Images 2019 edition 

Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, YouTube 

 
 
 
 
About C!Print Madrid - Professional tradeshow dedicated to the printing, communication 
and personalisation sector held in Madrid. Since its first edition, in 2014, it is the annual 
reference event in the sector where to show innovations and trends in large and small 
format digital printing, textile printing, cutting, finishing, signage, POS, display, sign,... 
Characterised by its dynamism, every year the event presents spaces with genuine content 
such as the Plug&Play customisation workshop, or the CoxCrea area or its varied 
programme of conferences and workshops. 
 

 
PR contact:  

Mónica Calvo 
monica.calvo@salon-cprint.es  
+34 629 49 02 65 

https://twitter.com/CPrint_Madrid
https://www.facebook.com/cprintmadrid/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/c-print-madrid
https://www.flickr.com/photos/656editions/albums/72157711246370183
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC2ERRCITnF1de1Ei6IlcRBg
https://www.instagram.com/cprint.madrid/
https://salon-cprint.es/



